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Abstract - The dynamic web has increased exponentially
over the past few years with more than thousands of
documents related to a subject available to the user now.
The growth of web becomes very difficult to get the proper
information related to user query. Most of the web
documents are unstructured /semi-structured and not in an
organized manner and hence user facing more difficult to
find relevant documents. When user searches some
information on the web which returns huge amount of web
pages in response to user queries. It is not possible to one
and all to explore all web pages. A more useful and efficient
mechanism is ranking the web documents. Web mining helps
in retrieving potentially useful information and patterns
from web. This paper is we have proposed Multimodal Cross
Reference Re-ranking method for ranking the web
documents which are extracted from the web. It improves
the performance of search engine. This approach will helps
the user to get all their relevant documents in one place and
can restrict their search to some top documents of their
choice.

function which gives a rank to each document and the topk documents are returned to the user [5].
Web Mining is the task of extracting useful information
from web documents. Web Mining comprises of three
types: Web Structure Mining, Web Content Mining, and
Web Usage Mining. Ranking of query results is one of the
fundamental problems in information retrieval. To
overcome the problem we have proposed a new technique
for ranking the web documents.
The remaining section of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the methodology of the proposed
system. The experimental results are given in section 3.
Section 4 provides the conclusion of this paper.

2. METHODOLOGY

Figure 2.1 shows the overall system architecture of the
proposed work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web increasing at an exponential rate
rapidly, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find relevant
information because it has large amount of information.
However, considering the size of the World Wide Web, a
typical query might give more than a million results for
user query. The user does not have the time or patience to
go through this huge list [3]. Thus, ranking of web
documents becomes a critical component of information
retrieval. The main aim of this paper is to find better and
more efficient ranking methods, which can return high
quality information to the user in as small a time frame as
possible. Search engines first create an index of all the web
documents and store it on the server [12]. After the user
submits a query, the query is given to the index, which
returns the documents containing the words in the query.
Then, the returned documents are sent to a ranking
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Figure 2.1. System Architecture

2.1 Web Documents

A web page is a document that is suitable for the World
Wide Web and web browsers. It has three types namely
static, dynamic and active. A static web document resides
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in a file that it is associated with a web server [3] [4]. The
content of the static web documents do not change. A
dynamic web document does not exist in a predefined
form. When a request arrives the web server runs an
application program that creates the document [6]. The
server returns the output of the program as a response to
the browser that requested the document. Because a new
document is created for each request, the contents of a
dynamic document can vary from one request to another
[8]. An active web document consists of a computer
program that the server sends to the browser and that the
browser must run locally. When it runs, the active
document program can interact with the user and change
the display continuously [7].

2.2 Ranking
Ranking is one of the important tasks of information
extraction in web mining. Searching the web involves two
main stages [15]. Extracting the pages relevant to a query
and ranking them according to their quality. Ranking is an
essential as it helps the user looks for “quality” pages that
are related to the query. Different metrics have been
proposed to rank web pages according to their quality.
With the rapid growth of the Web, providing relevant
pages of the highest quality to the users based on their
queries becomes increasingly difficult [7]. The reasons are
that some web pages are not self-descriptive and that
some links exist purely for navigational purposes.
Therefore, finding suitable pages through a search engine
that relies on web contents or makes use of hyperlink
information is very difficult.
Ranking functions are evaluated by a variety of means; one
of the simplest is determining the precision of the
first k top-ranked results for some fixed k; for example, the
proportion of the top 10 results that are relevant, on
average over many queries [14]. Frequently, computation
of ranking functions can be simplified by taking advantage
of the observation that only the relative order of scores
matters, not their absolute value; hence terms or factors
that are independent of the document may be removed,
and terms or factors that are independent of the query
may be pre-computed and stored with the document.

2.3 Cross Reference Ranking
Re-Ranking is a method to merge features in the method of
cross reference, which combines the features in the
manner of cross reference [16] [17]. This method is to
utilize for inferring the most relevant web documents in
the initial search results. CR Re-ranking method contains
three main stages: Specifically, the initial search results are
first divided into several clusters individually in different
feature spaces. Then, the clusters from each space are
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mapped to the predefined ranks according to their
relevance to the query [18]. Given the ranked clusters from
all the feature spaces, the cross-reference strategy can
hierarchically merge them into a unique and improved
result ranking.

2.4 Multimodal Cross Reference Re-Ranking
In this work we have proposed Multimodal Cross
Reference Re-ranking method for ranking the documents
which are extracted from the web [1]. It improves the
performance of search engine. The results are processed
individually in two different feature views, i.e., feature A
and feature B. In each feature view clustering is performed.
To attain three clusters in feature view A and feature view
B. Then these clusters are ranked as High, Medium and
Low, according to their relevance to the query. Finally, a
unique and improved result set is formed by hierarchically
combining all the ranked clusters from two different views
[2]. After extracting multiple features for each document,
carry out clustering independently in these features views.
This provides a possibility for offering high accuracy on
top ranked documents [9]. As a result, to obtain a certain
number of clusters from each feature view, which gives the
way for implementing cross reference strategy.
MCR-Re-ranking Algorithm
1. Initial Result is taken and it is processed in two distinct
feature views, i.e. feature A and feature B
2. In each feature view they are ranked in ascending order
based on Euclidean Distance
Let A= {A1, A2… A10}

d(.,.) is the Euclidean distance, md is the smallest
distance possible
3. In each feature view all the results are first clustered
into three clusters and then they are mapped into three
predefined rank levels i.e., High, Medium, and Low
based on their relevance to the query.
4. All the ranked clusters, from the different features are
hierarchically combined using cross reference
strategy.
5. Two ranked clusters can be integrated into a unique
ranked subset list using the rule:
Rank (Ahigh ∩ Bmedium) > Rank (Amedium ∩ Blow)
If (high + medium) < (medium + low)
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Ahigh, Amedium are the clusters of feature view A and
Bmedium, Blow are the clusters of feature view B.
6. When (high + medium) = (medium + high), using
Hausdorff distance as follows:
Rank (Ahigh ∩ Bmedium) > Rank (Amedium ∩ Bhigh)
When hd (E, Ahigh ∩ Bmedium ) < hd (E, Amedium ∩
Bhigh)
where E is the query relevant set.
7. Thus a final result set is formed and accuracy is achieved
on top ranked results.
After getting different clusters from each feature view, the
next step is to rank them in accordance with their
relevance to the query given by the user. Some query
relevant documents should be selected in advance to
convey the intent of the query. Hence top ranked initial
results are considered as informative documents. Ranking
is done in ascending order according to the following
distance:
[11]
Here d(.,.) is the Euclidean distance and ai and aj are
calculated. The distance between relevant documents is
smaller when compared to those distances between
irrelevant documents or between relevant documents and
irrelevant documents [18]. Hence, relevant documents are
grouped together and irrelevant documents are scattered.
Consider E as query relevant document. ‘K’ documents
with the smallest distances can be the most possible
documents that convey the intent of the query. To measure
the relevance between documents sets, to employ the
modified Hausdorff distance [9], which is defined as
follows:

Here E is the query-relevant set and C can be a cluster
or any document set. hd (E,C) is a directed Hausdorff
distance from E to C. Assign corresponding ranks to the
clusters in each feature view. Here, considered three ranks
for the clusters in each feature view. The three ranks are
High, Medium and Low.
The final goal of this proposed method is to get high
accuracy on the top ranked documents, by using an
improved re-ranking on the initial results. Thereby in
order to move in the direction of this goal, hierarchically
combine or merge all the clusters that are ranked in
different feature views in the previous step. The cross
reference method is used to merge all the clusters of one
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feature view with the clusters of another feature view.
There are many clustering algorithms for document
clustering. Our task is to cluster a small collection of
documents returned by individual retrieval systems.
Ranking within the Cluster
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Randomly set document di to cluster Cj
LoopCount =0; ShiftCount = 1240;
While (LoopCount < LoopThreshold and ShiftCount >
ShiftThreshold)
Do
Construct the centroid of each cluster, i.e.

Assign di to its nearest cluster(the distance is
determined by the similarity between di and the
centroid of cluster);
ShiftCount = the number of documents shift to other
cluster;
LoopCount ++;

Experimental results show that the search effectiveness,
especially on the top-ranked results, is improved
significantly.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this method, web documents are considered as the
fundamental unit. Hence, feature extraction is based on
web documents. For each webpage, two features are
extracted: Link and HTML schemas. The performance
evaluation includes precision at different depths of result
list (Precision D), non-interpolated average precision (AP),
and mean average precision (MAP). D denotes the depth
where precision is computed. Let S be the total number of
returned documents and Ri the number of true relevant
documents in the top-i returned results. The evaluation
criteria can be defined as follows:
[18]
[18]
[18]
Where Tn is the nth query topic, Fi=1 if the ith document is
relevant to the query and 0 otherwise, R stands for the
total number of true relevant documents, N denotes the
number of query topics. Precision D is utilized to assess
the precision at the different depth of the result list. AP
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shows the performance of a single query topic, which is
sensitive to the entire ranking of the documents. MAP
summarizes the overall performance of a search system
over all the query topics. Table 3.1 and Figure illustrate the
performance evaluation of proposed re-ranking method.
Table3.1 Performance of Proposed Re-ranking Method
Method

Precision
(10 docs)

Precision
(20 docs)

Precision
(30 docs)

AP

MAP
(%)

0.132

0.112

0.013

0.086

10

CR
Ranking

0.144

0.124

0.157

0.141

36

MCR
Ranking

0.201

0.172

0.201

0.191

41

Ranking

0.25

50

0.2

40

0.15

30

0.1

20

0.05

10
CR Ranking
AP
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4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new method for ranking
the web documents, which are extracted from the web. It
improves the performance of search engine. This approach
will helps the user to get all their relevant documents in
one place and can restrict their search to some top
documents of their choice. The proposed ranking method
deals with improving the search strategies several ways,
thus retrieves the most relevant pages. This ranking
method takes the concepts and relationship between the
concepts which exists both in the document and user
query to improve the retrieval of relevant document.
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